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WAH INDUSTRIES LIMITED (WIL) 

Pro�le

Arms and Ammo

Industrial Products

Testing / Labs Facilities

Wah Industries Limited (WIL) was established in 1958 as a commercial subsidiary of Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POF). WIL was incorporated as 
Public Limited Company under companies ordinance and it acts as sole selling agent for POF in domestic market in Pakistan. 

WIL have wide spread commercial operations in Pakistan by having outlets in major cities like Karachi, Lahore, GT. Road Pindi Cantonment and 
Peshawar (in process). Its Head O�ce is situated at Quaid Avenue, Wah Cantt. We have over 500 employees working in its HQ, production 
facilities and security setup. Leading from the front to all defence commercial activities, we are amicably ful�lling weapons and ammunition 
requirements along with industrial products. Some of WIL’s notable products and services are as follows.

12-Bore Shot Gun Cartridges
9mm Pistols, 9x19mm SMGs, 7.62x39 SMGs, 7.62x51 G3 Ri�es, .308 Ri�e and other calibers of arms
Small ammo – 9x19mm, 7.62x39mm, 7.62x51mm, etc. 
Complete range of Medium and Heavy Calibers
[Subject to the approvals / NOCs from concerned ministries]

Aluminum & Steel Ingots
Hard anodizing, castings and forgings
Carbide tips, carbide coating, tools, gauges, molds, dies and other tool room facilities
Brass billets, copper sheets, strips, rods, pipes and pro�le shapes in multiple dimensions
Sale of industrial gases (Hydrogen & Oxygen), explosives, and chemicals
Customized clothing items, uniforms and PLCE
Disposal / auction of obsolete, surplus plant, machinery, vehicles & various scrap items
Steel & plastic containers / boxes and customized plastic products

State of the art testing / analysis of ferrous & non-ferrous materials facility, refractory materials, paints, lubricating oils and greases
Calibration of pyrometers and hardness testing machines and their maintenance

With its commercialization endeavors WIL has emerged as a national leader in commercial activities with expanding international business 
operations particularly in defense related products and generally in commercial and trading activities.  WIL is open to local and international 
collaborations, BOT programs, ToT in�ows and industrial development initiatives. 
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WAH INDUSTRIES LIMITED (WIL) 

9MM Pistols POF-5 Pistol

POF-5 Pistol is a Semi auto irreversible pistol, optimized for individu-
al protection, VIP safety and guard duties. POF-5 Pistol comes with 
universal carrying sling, spare magazines and cleaning kit.

Technical Data
Caliber                         9 x 19 mm para
Magazine      15 rounds magazine
Type of �re      Single
Muzzle velocity      400 m/sec
Weight of  empty         2.45 kg approx
Magazine      
Available with end cap and standard pistol grip.

12-Bore Shaheen Cartridges

Shaheen 12 Bore cartridges is a legacy product of WIL. WIL being public limited company and sole national manufacturer is providing supply 
to all across the country for over 60 years and giving employment opportunities to hundreds of employees. As to our relentless e�orts and to 
our vision; making Shaheen Cartridges as an International brand, we have gained historical milestone by obtaining Export permit �rst time in 
60 years, an order to go across geographical boundaries. 12 Bore Shaheen Cartridges, a name which has guaranteed success for several 
decades. Whether we talk of hunting, sporting or security; SHAHEEN ful�lls all demands placed on any modern and versatile cartridge.

Shaheen cartridges are subjected to strict quality checks. To ensure the best results, di�erent functional checks are also carried out under 
extreme conditions to ensure speci�ed values of pressure, velocity & other parameters. Various models of old and new shotguns are also used 
to ensure the versatility and compatibility of Shaheen cartridges. Shaheen cartridges come over 24 varieties which include Hunting and 
Sports loads. Shaheen plastic tube with improved plastic op-wad ensures accurate shot pattern and better uniformity of groups.

Game Load
Shaheen game load uses the highest quality materials and manufactured with great care under ISO certi�ed processes. The powder used 
ensures ballistic reliability and consistency even under severe climatic conditions.

Shaheen Trap & Skeet
The Trap & Skeet cartridges using 24 grams hardened lead shot pallets, develop light recoil and are easy on the shoulder during long shooting 
sessions. Barrel jump is minimized, allowing the shooter to keep his aiming line correct.

9MM Pistols POF-4 Pistol

Technical Data

POF-4 Pistol is one of the most reliable & compact pistol in produc-
tion. It presents complete versatility and mobility coupled with the 
punching power of POF 9mm ammunition. POF-4 Pistol comes 
with universal carrying sling, spare magazines and cleaning kit.

Caliber                         9 x 19 mm para
Magazine      15 rounds magazine
Type of �re      Single
Muzzle velocity      375 m/sec
Weight of  weapon      2.0 kg approx
Available with end cap and standard pistol grip.
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WAH INDUSTRIES LIMITED (WIL) 

.308 Win Sporter Ri�e

Technical Data
Caliber                         7.62mmx51 NATO/.308WIN
Magazine      20 rounds, box magazine
Type of �re      Semi automatic
Muzzle velocity      770 - 790 m/sec
Range                               600m

WIL is proud to present long awaited top of the line .308 win ri�e 
along with high quality Ammo. Being a leading manufacturer of 
Arms & Ammo meeting the international quality & Standard took 
another stride to manufacture .308 win ri�e (7.62x51mm) Arms & 
Ammo to cater the requirement of the country which hitherto was 
on the import list. The indigenous manufacturing is backed by vast 
experience, expertise and stand warranty support to trade mark.

The sporter cal .308 win has been designed as hunting ri�e with the 
�ring mechanism of the G3A3 in semiautomatic mode. The accura-
cy of the gun has been enhanced with the freely �oating extended 
barrel and a mil standard pictanny rail for mounting telescope.

Ammunition .308 Win Ball 
(175 grains) -Super  Match Ammo

Length of complete round
Weight of complete round
Bullet jacket

Muzzle velocity
Max range
Accuracy

 770 m/s
 1000m
 0.5 MOA

 70.36 - 71.12mm
 25.5 gm appx..
 Gilding metal

Technical Data
(Super Match Ammo.)

Performance

Ammunition 9mm Ammo

.308 Win Ball (150 grains) - Sport Ammo

The 9MM Ammo is manufactured according to international 
standards.

70.36 - 71.12mm
24 gm appx.
Gilding metal

 870 m/s
 1000m
 1.5 MOA

Length of complete round
Weight of complete round 
Bullet jacket 

Muzzle Velocity
Max Range
Accuracy

Technical Data (Sport Ammo.)

Performance


